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November 26, 1997
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50-366

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant
Renly to q. Notice of Violation

a
Gentlemen:

In response to your letter dated July 17,1997, and according to the requirements of
10 CFR 2.201, Southern Nuclear Operating Company (SNC) is providing the enclosed
response to the Notice of Violation associated with Inspection Report 97-09. In the
enclosure, a transcription of the NRC violation precedes SNC's response.

Sincerely,

A h ' in & -
H. L. Sumner, Jr.

IFUeb

Enclosure: Violation 97-09-01 and SNC Response

Southern Nuclear Operatine Companycc:

Mr. P. H. Wells, Nuclear Plant General Manager
NORMS

Li S. Nuclear Reentatorv Commission. Washington. D. C.
Mr. L. N. Olshan, Project Manager - Hatch

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory CommissionJegion 11
Mr. L. A. Reyes, Regional Administrator
Mr. B. L. Holbrook, Senior Resident Inspector - Hatch
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| Enclosure

Edwin 1. llatch Nuclear Plant
Violation 97-09 01 and SNC Respan5s

ylOLATlON 97-09-01

Unit I and Unit 2 Technical SpeciGeation (TS) 5.4 required, in part, that written
procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering the activities in the
applicable procedures recommended in Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.33, Revision 2,
Appendix A, Febmary 1978.

Appendix A of RG 1.33, Typical Procedures for Pressurized Water Reactors and Boiling
Water Reactors, paragraph 9, Procedure (sic) for performing maintenance, part (e),
recommends procedures for the control of maintenance, repair, replacement, and
modification work.

Administrative Control procedure 50AC h1NT 001-0S, hiaintenance Program, Revision
25, Step 4.2.5, requires, in part, that plant maintenance be performed and controlled
within the boundaries of work instructions of hiaintenance Work Orders. Step t.2.2 and
sub step 8.2.1.2 require, in part, that non-safety and safety related work instmetions,
block 23 of the hiaintenance Work Order, state a specific scop; of werk using referenced
material, as applicable. Step 8.5,1 require (sic), in part, that prior to the start ofplant
maintenance, the responsible personnel will perform a cursory review of the hiaintenance
Work Order package to ensure that the contents are adequate.

Administrative Control Procedure 40AC-QCX 001 0S, Quality Control Inspection
Program, Revision 7, Step 8.6.5, requires, in part, that the qualified Quality Control
inspectors perform inspections ;n accordance with the approved Quality Contrcl
inspection Point Assignment Sheet.

Administrative Control Procedure 10AC-hiGR 019-0S,"Proedure Use and Adherence,"
Revision 0, Step 8.2.1, requires, in part, that " Continuous Use" of a procedure is required
when work being performed could affect the operability of a safety system.

Contrary to the above, written procedures were not implemented in that:

1. On August 15,1997, Adininistrative Control procedure 50AC-h1NT-001-0S,
hiaintenance Program, Revision 25, Steps 4.2.5,8.2.2,8.21.2, and 8.5.1 were not
correctly performed. Unit I operations personnel developed a hiaintenan:e Work
Order ar.nl authorized maintenance work activities using a hiaintenance hork Order
with no work instructions, referenced material, or specific work scope identified,
hiaintenance work was completed using a hiaintenance Work Order with inadequate
instructions following a cursorj review by responsible personnel.
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Violation 97 09-01 and SNC Response
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2. On or before March 28, Step 8.6.5 of procedure 40AC-QCX 001-OS was not fully
implemented. A VT1 inspection for replacement work activities on Reactor
Feedwater Inboard check valve 2B21.F010B was not performed as required by the
Quality ControlInspection Point Assignment Sheet.

3. On September 11,1997, Step 8.2.1 of procedure 10AC-MGR-019-0S was not
implemented. Operations personnel transferred Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG)
125 Volt Direct Current (VDC) battery chargers without the use of procedures. This
resulted in improper battery charger alignments that rendered the 125 VDC
subsystems for the 2A and 2C EDGs inoperable.

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement 1).

RESPONSE TO VIOLATION 97 09-01

Reason foi the viola 11pA

The reason for the first example in the violation was personnel error. In this example,
work was performed to replace a relay without adequate work instructions being written
in the maintenance work order (MWO) befare the work was performed. When the relay
failed, the symptom observed by the plant operators was the inability to select certain.

control rods. An MWO was written describing the problem, and this problem description
was used when technicians went to the control room to perform troubleshooting and
repair. The failed relay is designed to be replaced by unplugging the old and plugging in a
new relay. Normally, work instructions are written to govern such work, and the work
instmetions typcally say, " Replace plug in relay." In this case, however, the work
instructions were oinitted. The technician replaced the relay with work direction being
spoken by his supervisor rather than written. The work was performed correctly and
restored the ability to select the affected control rods with no impact on reactor safety,

The reason for the second example in the violation was an unclear procedure. In this
example, maintenance personnel were replacing the hinge pin on a feed water check valve.,

: A visual examination was performed on the valve prior to any maintenance work being
done. Based on this examination being acceptable, the inspector interpreted the hold-
point assignment sheet as meaning that no further post-repair examination was required.
Therefor , he signed off the post repair hold points before the work was done, believing
further visual examination was redundant. It shou!d be noted that the subsequent
examinations revealed no problems with the work performed.

The reason for the third example in the violation was personnd error. In this example, a
maintenance electrician was preparing to perform inspection and maintenance on a low
voltage motor control center. In pre job discussions with the Operations Shift Supervisor

'

it was recognized that the battery chargers for one of the emergency diesel generators
would need to be placed on a differeN power supply. When the electrician went to the<
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j - work area to begin work, he saw a plant eqt.j ment operator (PEO)in the area and askedp

j that PEO to place the c|.argers on a different power supply, The PEO performed this
work without consulting a procedure and, as a consequence, omitted a step, leaving the

-

battery chargers not being powered through either power supply. This condition was:
-

: discovered when alarms sounded in the control room and investigating personnel found ;

! tha battery chargers not energized. During the time the battery chargers were without i

power, the affected diesel generator batteries would still perform their safety function.
'

f Corrective steps which have been taken and the results achieved:

'
l. The supervisor of the technicians who replaced the plug in relay has been counseled. ;

i i
'

2. Procedure 42EN ENG 014-0S,"ASME Section XI Repair / Replacement," has been i

i revised as of 9/4/97 to clarify the requirements for visual examinations.

I
! 3. The PEO who disconnected power from the battery chargers has been counseled.
)

| Corrective steps which will be taken to avoid further violations:

i Ho further actions are contemplated.
i
.

| Date when full compliance will be achieved:
i

l

i For the first example, full compliance was achieved when the maintenance work order was
revised to include work instmetions.

L . .

! For the second example, full compliance was achieved when a VT-1 inspection of
i pressure retaining bolting on the feed water check valve was completed. - Also, credit was

. taken for the inspection of the hinge pin that was performed by the manufacturer. This
,

received formal engineeringjustification on 8/1/97.
,

For the third example, full compliance was achieved when power was restored to the
battery charger in accordance wiJh the system operating procedure.

,
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